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This reply brief responds to defendants-respondents' brief signed and filed

by George Freeman, Esq., Vice President and Assistant General Counsel of The

New York Times Company, who conspicuously does not identif'that in addition

to representing the corporate defendant and "certain New York Times

journalists"r, he himself is a defendant DOE, sued for conduct generating this suit

lR-36 (fl1s), R-75 ('{lT'{lTl25-137), R-s95-602, R-482 6n20-29) - and, specifically,

for his prelitigation misfeasance with respect to the document decisive of the

viability of appellants' two defamation causes of action , to wit, their l8-page,

paragraph-by-paragraph contextual analysis of the column, 'olflhen the Judge

Sledgehammered The Gadfly'' [R-99], annexed to the complaint as Exhibit A.

Mr. Freeman's disqualifuing conflicts of interest and his misconduct in

Supreme Court/Westchester County, rising to a level of fraud, are the subject of

two of appellants' "Questions Presented": 4a2 and 5 - the latter expressly asking:

t This euphemistic description appears at the outset of Mr. Freeman's "Preliminary Statement" (at
p.4). It neither accurately desmibes all the unnamed DOES [R-36 (1T15)] nor does justice to the named
individual defendants, including the first, Arthur Sulzberger, Jr. [R-33 (fl,||17-14)].

t 
Qu"stion 4a involves appellants' entitlement to all six branches of their June l, 2006 cross-

motion [R-469] - the first three of which relate to Mr. Freeman and The New York Times Company
Legal Department in seeking (1) maximum costs and sanctions against them and the defendants they
represent pursuant to 22 NYCRR $130-1.1 et seq.; (2) their referral to disciplinary authorities pursuant to
$ 100.3D(2) of the Chief Administrator's Rules Governing Judicial Conduct; and (3) their disqualification
on grounds of conflict of interest and because they are witnesses.



o'Does the record before this Court require that the Court discharge its
mandatory 'Disciplinary Responsibilities'under $100.3D of the Chief
Administrator's Rules Governing Judicial Conduct by referring...for
disciplinary and criminal investigation and prosecution...defense
counsel George Freeman, Esq. and The New York Times Company
Legal Department?"

As hereinafter shown, the Court's affirmative answer to Question 5 is

reinforced by Mr. Freeman's brief herein, rising to a level of fraud. This includes

his relegating appellants' decisive contextual analysis - focally presented by their

brief (at pp. 3-4, 13-14, 17-18, 20, 21, 53) - to a footnote (at p. 15, fn. 3) that

would falsely have this Court believe it was rebutted by his motion to dismiss the

complaint. Nothing could be further from the truth 1n-SZS-SAS1.

MR. FREEMAN'S *COUNTER-STATEMENT

OT QUESTIONS PRESENTED'
& THE READILY.PROVEN FBAUD OF HIS FOURTH OUESTION

Mr. Freeman confronts only one of appellants' six 'oQuestions Presented" -

the first - which he not only materially recasts, but reorders so that it is his third

question notwithstanding he himself phrases it as Judge Loehr's o'authority to

decide the case", plainly a threshold issue.

As for appellants' other five questions - constituting the balance of their

appeal - Mr. Freeman disposes of them by a single question, his fourth and last:

"Should this Court consider plaintiffs' other arguments, urged with no
cognizable evidence, that the court below 'demonstrated actual bias and



interest' and should have been disqualified; that the two decisions of the
lower court were Judicial frauds'; and that the lower court, undersigned
counsel, and the entire New York Times Company Legal Department
should be referred 'for disciplinary and criminal investigation and
prosecution'?" (underlining added).

Mr. Freeman's operative phrase "urged with no cognizable evidence" is a

fraud on this Court. Tellingly, he does not substantiate it by any point in his

"Argument". Instead, he merely appends a footnote to the end of his Point II (at p.

33, fn. 8), stating:

"Appellants' other contentions to this court are so bereft of
evidentiary support and of legal basis, ffid are so inappropriate in
attacking a respected jurist (as well as undersigned counsel and The
New York Times Legal Department), that they deserve no reply.
Thus, appellants make conclu$ory allegations that Judge Loehr
[']'threw' the case by , decision which falsified and concealed the
record before him to grant defendants relief to which they were not
entitled' (Appellant's Brief at 1); that Judge Loehr should have been
disqualified for 'demonstrated actual bias and interest' because of a
[']record-based showing that the decision is not merely unsupported
by fact and law, but a knowing and deliberate fraud by Judge Loehr'
(Id at 46, 48-9); that Judge Loehr falsified the record with respect to
the recusal of other Westchester Supreme Court justices (although it
is unclear how plaintiff would be privy to this information) (!g!. at
51); that Judge Loehr's decisions are Judicial frauds' for a number of
reasons, including that they 'concealed' some of the myriad
allegations and exhibits made in plaintiffs' voluminous submissions
(Id. at 53); and that Judge Loehr should be subject to mandatory
discipline because his decisions 'are judicial frauds', along with
undersigned counsel and The New York Times Company Legal
Department for submitting a dismissal motion, albeit one which was
routinely granted, 'which was a fraud, from beginning to end and in
virtually every sentence.' (Id. at 56) Not only are these conclusory.



u4founded and offensive allegations not worthy of _ response,
plaintiffs' similar attacks over years of litigation may well be the
cause why so many justices have recused themselves from her cases
necessitating the very appointment which she now so biuerly
contests." (underlining added, except for ..not', and .oid.").

Examination of appellants'brief readily establishes that it is Mr. Freeman's

representations which are o'bereft of evidentiary support and of legal basis", as

there is nothing remotely "conclusory" or "unfounded" about appellants' fact-

specific, law-supported presentation. To the contrary,

(1) pages 10-20 of appellants' brief detail the fraud committed by Mr.
Freeman by his April 13.2006.dismissal motion [R-415]. his June 9.
2006 reply,affidavit LR-6091. and at the June 14. 2006 oral argument -
the further particulars of which are identified as set forth by appellants'
June l, 2006 opposition/cross-motion [R-469] and June 13, 2006 reply
affidavit [R-620];

(2) pages 20-24, 26-28, 52-54,56 of appellants' brief detail the fraud
committed by Judge Loehr by his July 5, 2006 decision [R-7] - the
further particulars of which are identified as set forth by appellants'
August 21, 2006 motion for his disqualification, disclosure/referral,
reargument, renewal, etc. [R-700] ;

(3) pages 7-8, 28, 38, 5l of appellants' brief detail the.record
establishine that the three computer-eenerated randomly-assigned
SuPreme Court justices selected for the case were not" in, fact"
disqualified as there were ng standing disqualification orders on file
with the westchester County Clerk's office [R-726, 729] - the further
particulars of which are identified as set forth by appellants'August 21,
2006 motion [R-706 (l|t|g-10)];

(4) page 25 of appellants' brief detail the fraud committed b], Mr.
Freeman in procuring the e; parle August l. 2006 Judgment from the
County Clerk [R-18] - the further particulars of which are set forth by



appellants' August 2I,2006 motion [R-700], described at pages 26-7,
30-31 of the brief;

(5) pages 3I-33,56 of appellants' brief detail the fraud commiued by
Mr. Freeman by his September 19. 2006_ opposing affidavit to their
August 21" 2006 motion [R-837] the funher particulars of are
identified as set forth by appellant Sassower's September 25,2006 reply
affidavit [R-8a3];

(6) pages 36-39,54 of appellants'brief detail the fraud committed by
Judge Loehr by his September 27. 2006 decision [R-26.l, as readily-
verifiable from comparison with their August 21,20A6 motion [R-700].

Mr. Freeman's brazen falsification of the content of appellants' briet' to

avoid having to confront its record-based presentation of fact and law

substantiating their second, third, fourth, and fifth questions reflects that he has no

defense to appellants' entitlement to the adjudications sought by their

coffesponding Points II-V, all uncontested by him.

MR. FREEMAN'S FIRST AND SECOND QUESTIONS
ARE READILY-PROVEN FRAUDS

Like Mr. Freeman's fourth and last question, his first two questions are each

frauds on this Court, possible only because he does not confront appellants'

factual and legal showing in support of their second and fourth questions [Points II

and IV], establishing Judge Loehr's July 5, 2006 decision to be a fraud, as

3 Similarly, Mr. Freeman's "Preliminary Statement" (at p. 5) pretending that appellants' brief is
"an unsupportable grievance against fJudge Loehr] (as well as undersigned counsel and The New York
Times Legal Department) for fraud and disciplinary violations", whose "uufouudgd allegations" he urges
that the Court "not countenance" (underlining added).



likewise Mr. Freeman's dismissal motion it purported to grant.

Tellingly, Mr. Freeman's first and second questions do not ask whether

Judge Loehr was 'ocorrect" in granting Mr. Freeman's dismissal motion. Rather,

his questions omit his dismissal motion in asking:

"1. Was the lower court correct in dismissing with prejudice
plaintiffs-appellants' defamation claims on the grounds that the
passages complained of were either fair and accurate reports of
official proceedings or protected opinion?"

"2. was the lower court correct in dismissing with prejudice
plaintiffs-appellants' claims of Journalistic fraud' on the grounds that
such claims have never been recognized and because, under the First
Amendment, defendant-respondent journalists were not compelled to
cover issues propounded by plaintiffs?"

The only possible answer to these questions is no compelled by

appellants' June 1, 2006 opposition/cross-motion to Mr. Freeman's dismissal

motion [R-469], as to which this Court's review is de novo, and by their August

21,2006 motion, based thereon, to vacate Judge Loehr's July 5, 2006 decision [R-

7001.

Although the dispositive significance of these two motions was highlighted

throughout appellants' brief (at pp. 10-19, 22-23,26-39,46-58), Mr. Freeman's

'oStatement of the Case" (atpp. 6-14) - like Judge Loehr's July 5, 2006 decision



[R-7] - omits that appellants even opposed his dismissal motion.a As for Mr.

Freeman's few sentences (at pp. 12-13) pertaining to appellants' August 2I,2006

motion, he omits that it sought Judge Loehr's disqualification for "demonstrated

actual bias and interest" and that the actual bias demonstrated was Judge Loehr's

July 5, 2006 decision, shown by appellant to have replicated, even more

egregiously, Mr. Freeman's dismissal motion in falsifuing and omitting the

allegations of their verified complaint so as to invoke law and legal argument

otherwise inapplicable, where not itself false [R-787-805; R-824-836].

It is by not confronting that appellants' June l, 2006 opposition/cross-

motion [R-469] had proven the fraudulence of his dismissal motion [R-415] that

Mr. Freeman has fashioned his defendants-respondents' brief almost entirely from

that discredited dismissal motion. Of course. he nowhere identifies this fact.

Thus, each sentence of Mr. Freeman's description of o'The Complaint" in his

"Statement of the Case" (at pp. 6-8) replicates, virtually verbatim, sentences in his

dismissal motion. His first sentence is the second sentence of his April 13,2006

supporting memorandum [R-446], with the subsequent sentences being all from

o At for appellants' joined cross-motion, Mr. Freeman mentions it (at p. l2) only as Judge Loehr's
July 5, 2006 decision had, namely, by way of reciting its denial of three of the cross-motion's six
branches: $130-1.1 costs and sanctions, disqualification of counsel, and a default judgment. As to the
default judgment, Mr. Freeman materially changes the decision to falsely make it appear as if it found
that the o'non-moving journalists...had not been served". To the contrary, the decision denied the
requested default by "Assuming, arguendo, that Okrent and Fuchs and the unnamed 'Does' have been
properly served" [R-l 6].



the memorandum's "Preliminary Statement" [R-447-9]. Similarly his descriptions

of the verified complaint in his Point I (at pp. 15-27) - which is the Point arguing

his first and second questions - are lifted from his dismissal motion. Such

descriptions are all materially false and misleading and so-demonstrated by 44

pages of appellants' June l, 2006 opposition/cross-motion [R-545-588].

Likewise, Mr. Freeman's law and legal argument in his Point I regurgitate,

largely verbatim, the same inapplicable, insufficient, and falsified law and legal

argument of his dismissal motion, as exposed by appellants' June 1, 2006

oppo sitior/cross-motion :

(l) the section of Mr. Freeman's Point I entitled "The Lower Court
was Correct in Finding No Liability for the Non-Inclusion of Themes
and Issues Propounded by Plaintiffs" (pp. 18-20) repeats, verbatim,
three of the four paragraphs of Mr. Freeman's dismissal motion
pertaining to "Defamatory Meaning and Substantial Truth" [R-455-457]
- notwithstanding rebutted by appellants' opposition/cross-motion [R-
567-570, R-579-5801;

(2) the section of Mr. Freeman's Point,I entitled "The Lower Court
was Correct in Dismissing Claims based on Ms. Sassower's Arrest.
Conviction and Sentencing because those Passages were Fair and
Accurate Reports of Official Proceedings" (pp. 20-21) reprints,
verbatim, the entirety of his section "Report of Official Proceedings"
from his dismissal motion [R-457-458] - notwithstanding rebutted by
appellants' oppositior/cross-motion [R-570-571 ; R-477-479, R-525-
fial;

(3) the section of Mr. Freeman's Point I entitled "The Lower Court
was Correct in Dismissing Claims Based on the Characterizations and
Depictions of Ms. Sassower as Protected Opinion" (pp. 22-26) reprints,



verbatim, virtually the entirety of his section "Opinion" from his
dismissal motion [R-458-561] - notwithstanding rebutted by appellants'
opposition/cross-motion [R-57 I -57 5].

These three rebuttals each pointed out that appellants' Exhibit A contextual

analysis of the column established the inapplicability of Mr. Freeman's law and

legal argument. Mr. Freeman only reference to the analysis is in a footnote in his

Point I (at p. 15), annotating his sentence: "The Complaint's claims regarding

defamation are set forth, in the main, at t[fll40- l4l-. The footnote states:

"Those paragraphs [fl'ila0-141: R-79-80] refer to exhibit A attached
to the complaint, an l8-page paragraph-by-paragraph-analysis of the
column (R.99). Though we do not repeat our rebuttal of that analysis
here, we showed in our moving papers why each paragraph of the
article does not provide the basis for a defamation claim. See section
B of The Times's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss,
R.461-467; '

This too is a fraud on this Court - once again proven by appellants'

opposition to Mr. Freeman's dismissal motion. It presents a devastatin g l3-ll2

page analysis [R-575-588] showing how Mr. Freeman's section B

"materially misrepresent[ed] and falsif[ied] [appellants' Exhibit A
analysis] so as to excise ALL aspects that would establish the
sufficiency of [their] defamation claims under the 'basic tenets of
libel'he has just enunciated." [R-575-576].

These "basic tenets of libel", put forward by Mr. Freeman's dismissal

motion [R-455-461] - and rebutted by appellants' opposition thereto [R-567 -575]



* are, verbatim, the same law and legal argument as Mr. Freeman regurgitates for

Point I of his brief (at pp. I 5-26), without so-identiffirg.t

Finally, Mr. Freeman's section entitled "The Lower Court Correctly

Dismissed Plaintiffs' Novel and Inapplicable Claim for 'Journalistic Fraud"' (pp.

26-27\ is also a knowing deceit on this Court. Such cause of action is not rooted

in the column that is the subject of appellants' defamation claims, which is how

Mr. Freeman falsely makes it appear. Rather, as highlighted by appellants' brief

(at pp. 4-5) and the paragraphs comprising their journalistic fraud cause of action

[R-86 (fll|l63-175)7, it is based on a pattern and practice by The Times, spanning

more than l5 years, of knowingly false and deceitful reporting and editorializing

on matters of legitimate public concern, involving the processes of judicial

selection and discipline, deliberately thwarting reform and rigging elections, to

further its own business and other self-interests in violation of its First

Amendment obligations. The paragraphs of the journalistic fraud cause of action

t Unlike Mr. Freeman's brief which does not acknowledge that it is recycling the law and legal
argument from his dismissal motion, appellants' brief (at p. 52) explicitly rests on the particularized
presentation of their August 2l , 2006 motion (and their June 1 , 2006 opposition/cross-motion on which it
relies) to support their defamation and journalistic fraud causes of action.

Nonetheless, and even though appellants'brief comprehensively details the sufficiency of their
complaint's causes of action and their entitlement to summary judgment thereon, as well as the
fraudulence of Judge Loehr's appealed-from decisions, Mr. Freeman snidely and falsely asserts "Quite
remarkably, on this appeal, plaintiff does not argue any of these substantive libel issues - undoubtedly
because she recognizes that the court's decisions were fully supportable and justified" (at p. 5); and that
appellants' brief "barely challenges the substantive libel rulings by the lower court" and "seems to deal
with everything but the law relating to defamationo' (at p. l5).

l0



- and the referred-to documentary proof substantiating them - make this case a

"spectacular" "vehicle" to debut, recognize, and establish this importarft cause of

action, which, as pointed out (Br. at 18-19), arises from a recognized cause of

action - fraud - as to which there is no First Amendment bar.

It is by falsiffing the gravamen of appellants' journalistic fraud cause of

action and ignoring all the law and legal argument presented by the law review

article o'Journalistic Malpractice: Suing Jayson Blair and the New York Times for

Fraud and Negligence" [R-634-661] that Mr. Freeman is able to purport that

Judge Loehr's July 5, 2006 decision correctly held that such law review article has

no relevance - when it plainly does. Similarly, Mr. Freeman ignores all the law

and legal argument in the other two law review articles, "Access to the Press - A

New First Amendment Righf' [R-662-699] and "Institutional Reckless Disregard

for Truth in Public Defamation Actions Against the Press" [R-867-900].

Appellants' brief (pp. 5, 14-15, 18-20,23,33-36, 54) highlighted the significance

of these three scholarly articles in establishing the viability of a journalistic fraud

cause of action, facing no First Amendment bar, as well as the utter insufficiency

and deceit of the two sentences of Mr. Freeman's dismissal motion, repeated in his

brief (at p. 27) as if not already rebutted, to wit, that "'journalistic fraud' has never

been recognized in any jurisdiction" and that appellants "fulfill none of the

il



requirements of a traditional fraud case, such as reliance on misrepresentation that

caused her (sic) financial loss".

MR. FREEMAII'S THIRD QUESTION
IS A READILY.PROVEN FRAUI)

Mr. Freeman's third question - and even more his Point II in support thereof

entitled "sassower's Attack on the Jurisdiction of the Court Below is Entirely

Meritless" (pp. 27-33) - conceal that appellants' first question is not, as Mr.

Freeman makes it appear, limited to "a jurisdictional attack" based on the

"prop[riety] of Judge Loehr's appointment. Rather, appellants' first question

asked:

"Was it lawful and constitutional for County Court Judge Gerald E.
Loehr, who had served on the bench for less than two years, to be
assigned by the Administrative Judge as an Acting Supreme Court
Justice for this Supreme Court case and could he lawfully and
constitutionally assume j urisdiction?"

Mr. Freeman's selective recitation of law pertaining to judicial assignment

further obliterates the issues of lawfulness and constitutionality presented by

appellants. As illustrative, he quotes (at pp. 27-28) Article VI, $26, subdivisions

(c) and (k) of the New York State Constitution for the propositions that a county

court judge can be temporarily assigned to Supreme Court and will have o'the

powers, duties and jurisdiction" of a Supreme Court justice - which appellants

t2



never disputed. At the same time, he omits subdivision (i) requiring that such

temporary assignment:

"shall be made by the chief administrator of the courts in accordance
with standards and administrative policies established pursuant to
section twenty-eight of this article"

- which is directly at issue.

The applicable subdivision of Article V[, $28 is (c). It requires that:

o'The chief judge, after consultation with the administrative board,
shall establish standards and administrative policies for general
application throughout the state, which shall be submitted by the chief
judge to the court of appeals, together with the recommendations, if
any, of the administrative board. Such standards and administrative
policies shall be promulgated after approval by the court of appeals."

Thus obliterated by Mr. Freeman is that the Chief Administrator's role,

well as the 'ostandards and administrative policies" pertaining to judicial

assignment, have constitutional force. This, notwithstanding the final decision his

Point II cites (at p. 33), Morgenthau v. Cooke,56 N.Y.2 d 24, 36 (1982), could not

be more emphatic on the subject:

"In sum, the authority granted the Chief Administrator of the Courts
in article VI ($26, subd i) of the Constitution to make temporary
assignment of Judges from one court to another (and subd i is the
only source for such authority), may be exercised only pursuant to
standards and administrative policies duly established in conformity
with the provisions of article VI ($28, subd c)."

l3



The result of Morgenthau v. Cooke, wherein the Court of Appeals nullified

the Chief Administrator's temporary judicial assignment plan because the

constitutional requirements of Article VI, $26, subdivision (i) and Article VI, $28,

subdivision (c) had not been met, was the promulgation of Part 33 of the Rules of

the Chief Judge and $121 of the Chief Administrator's Rules, laying out

"standards and administrative policies", McMillan v. Scully, 1986 U.S. Dist.

LEXrS 3092e (E.D.N.Y. 1986).

Mr. Freeman's Point II says nothing about Part 33, extensively quoted in

appellants' Point I (at pp. 40-41). As for $121, he identifies (at p. 28) only two of

its provisions. The first he paraphrases as "permit[ting] judges who have served

on a lower court for less than two years to be assigned to the Supreme court for a

period of 20 days" - for which he globally cites "22 N.Y. CODES R. & REGS.

$l2l .02 (2007). This, to minimize the negative, prohibitive quality of $121.2(c),

which appellants' brief (at p. 41) had directly quoted:

"No judge shall be eligible for temporary assignment pursuant to this
Part for a period in excess of 20 calendar days unless that judge has
served in a court of limited jurisdiction for a period of two years."

The second provision Mr. Freeman (at p. 28) both paraphrases and partially

quotes: "Certain requirements of the rules can be waived by the Chief

Administrator, 'with the agreement of the Presiding Justice of the appropriate

l4



Appellate Division"', citing "$121 .02(d)". He thereby materially conceals what

$ 121 .2(d) says. Such was fully quoted and discussed by appellants' brief (at pp.

44-45) to highlight that waiver is available only "if the needs of the courts warrant

such action" because the waivable requirements are those of $121.2(b), which

relate to judicial qualifications.

Mr. Freeman's Point II obliterates the violations of $121 specified by

appellants' Point I. Indeed, although Mr. Freeman asserts (at p. 29):

"appellants urge that Judge Loehr's assignment to this case violates
section I2l of the Rules of the Chief Administrator and that he was
therefore without jurisdiction to dismiss the action",

he does not disclose any of the violations appellants particul arized, except in a

footnote (at p. 3 l, fn. 7), where he obliquely reveals but one of the violations:

"Appellant insists that this was not a case that could properly be
expected to take 20 calendar days or less to complete. App. Bn at 44.
In fact, Judge Nicolai was prescient in estimating that this matter was
capable of a speedy resolution. The motion to dismiss the Complaint
in this action was fully submitted to Judge Loehr on June 14,2006;
his decision dismissing the Complaint was issued on July 5,2006,27
calendar days later, the day after the fourth of July holiday."

Mr. Freeman identifies none of the facts presented by appellants' brief (at pp. 3-5,

6) as to why this was "not a case that could properly be expected to take 20

calendar days or less to complete", provides no legal authority for beginning the

count of 20 calendar days from June 14,2006 - 37 days after the May 8, 2006 date
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of Administrative Judge Nicolai's notice assigning the case to Judge Loehr [R-

72ll - and does not explain how Administrative Judge Nicolai could reasonably

be "prescient" when Mr. Freeman's own RII, filed with his dismissal motion on

April 25, 2006, had estimated the time period for the case to be ready for trial as

"9-12 months" fR-725, underlining added]. The only way Judge Nicolai could be

"prescient" is if he pre-fixed the dismissal outcome.

As highlighted by appellants' Point I, aside from the fact that

Administrative Judge Nicolai's May 8, 2006 notice assigning County Court Judge

Loehr to this major Supreme Court case [R-721] violated the 20-calendar-day

restriction of $121.2(c) of the Chief Administrator's Rules, as likewise the

December 20, 2005 Administrative Order signed by Chief Administrative Judge

Lippman and by Appellate Division, Second Department Presiding Justice

Prudenti (assuming the *2006 JUDICIAL ASSIGNMENTS"

an attachment to that Administrative Order [R-913]), there

page

is no

lR-9151 to be

evidence that

Judge Loehr's designation for assignment as an Acting Supreme Court Justice

could lawfully be made. As the *2006 JUDICIAL ASSIGNMENTS" page reflects

[R-915], his eligibility was accomplished by waiving the requirements of

$121.2(b), which are iudicial qualifications. Even were it lawful to waive judicial

qualifications - which appellants' brief challenges (at p. 44) - such waiver is only
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available pursuant to $ 121 .2(d), not cited by the *2006 JUDICIAL

ASSIGNMENTS" page and which could not be invoked, absent necessity born of

"needs of the courts", which the page does not assert, let alone substantiate. Nor

would the Office of Court Administration of the Unified Court System (OCA)

provide any information or evidence establishing the lawfulness of the waiver [R-

918-929, 931-935] upon appellants' legitimate requests therefore in written

correspondence [R-905 -907].

Appellants' Point I also asserted (at p. 45) likewise based on

coffespondence with the OCA [R-904-935] that there is no evidence of

compliance with other requirements of $121 et seq., including that an evaluatory

committee recommended Judge Loehr to be an Acting Supreme Court judge,

pursuant to $121.2(a), and that there appeared to be none. Additionally,

appellants' Point I asserted (at pp. 4l-42) - also based on their coffespondence

with the OCA * that there is no evidence that Administrative Judge Nicolai had

authority to issue the May 8,2006 notice IR-721], as that notice did not identifu

any delegation of authority from Administrative Judge Lippman empowering him

to make such assignments. Here, too, the OCA did not come forward with any

evidence of delegation.
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Availability of Judicial Review:

It is without confronting - or even identiffing - appellants' particularized,

documented showing of constitutional, statutory, and rule violations both with

respect to the May 8,2006 assignment notice IF.-721] and the December 20,2005

Administrative Order [R-913] that Mr. Freeman's Point II falsely proclaims:

"Judge Loehr's appointment was entirely consistent with the
governing statutes and rules and is therefore unreviewable on this
appeal." (at p. 29); and

"The assignment of Judge Loehr did not offend the Rules of the Chief
Administrator or the December 2005 Administrative Order. and thus,
is not reviewable by this Court." (at p. 30).

Indeed, because violations pertaining to Judge Loehr's assignment are

judicially reviewable, Mr. Freeman also misrepresents the law on the subject.

Thus, he conceals this Court's own express finding in Schwartz v. Williams, I24

A.D.2d 798 (2"d Dept. 1986), that

"the standards and administrative policies regarding the assignment
of Acting Justices of the Supreme Court, found in the Rules of the
Chief Judge (22 NYCRR part 33) and the Rules of the Chief
Administrator of the Courts (22 NYCRR part l2l) were fully
complied with".

All that Mr. Freeman reveals (at p. 30) of Schwartz v. Williams is that it held

"where there are no 'claims of substance' that the discretionary power of the Chief

Administrator oregarding the temporary assignment of Judges and Justices has
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been put to an illegal or unconstitutional use, the exercise of that power is not

subject to judicial review".6 He then baldly declares (at p. 30) "There are no

'claims of substance' here" - a deceit he accomplishes by not only obliterating

appellants' showing of violations pertaining to Judge Loehr assignment to this

case, but the "illegal [and] unconstitutional use" to which "the discretionary

power" ofjudicial assignment was directed.

Appellants' August 21, 2006 motion [,4.-700] demonstrated Administrative

Judge Nicolai's "illegal [and] unconstitutional use" of judicial assignment power.

Their brief (at pp. 26-31) summarized its content, including that Administrative

Judge Nicolai:

(a) was personally and professionally interested in a decision
adverse to appellants; and

(b) had no basis for assigning the case to Judge Loehr because
the three computer-generated, randomly-assigned Supreme Court
justices had not recused themselves, were not disqualified, and
because Judge Loehr had no qualifuing background or experience;

ffid, further, that Judge Loehr delivered to Administrative Judge Nicolai the

outcome he desired, to wif, dismissal of the action, by flagrantly violating all

cognizable legal standards and adjudicative principles by his July 5, 2006 decision

6 The full quote from Sclmartz v. Williams, not included by Mr. Freeman, identifies that the Chief
Administrator's discretionary power regarding assignment of judges and justices is 'opursuant to NY
Constitution, article VI, $26(i) and $28".
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- one

oo'so totally devoid of evidentiary support as to render [it]
unconstitutional under the Due Process Clause' of the
United States Constitution, Garner v. State of Louisiana,
368 U.S. 157, 163 (1961); Thompson v. City of Louisville,
362 U.S. 199 (1960)."

Such "illegal [and] unconstitutional use" suffices to entitle appellants to

judicial review of Administrative Judge Nicolai's assignment of the case to Judge

Loehr, even apart from the violations of $121 et seq. and the absence of evidence

of an administrative delegation to Administrative Judge Nicolai, particularizedby

their Point I. This is clear from Schwartz v. Williams, as well as from the

decisions to which it cites: Marthen v. Evans,83 A.D.2 d 415 (4th Dept. 1981), and

Marro v. Bartlett, 46 N.Y.2d 674 (1979) - both also making clear that such

violations of rules and procedures as detailed by appellants' Point I, but concealed

by Mr.Freeman, are judicially reviewable.

Preserved for Judicial Review:

Mr. Freeman also falsely claims (at pp. 29,31) that appellants' assertion of

violations of $12I.2 underlying Judge Loehr's assignment is "not preserved for

appellate revief' because "raised for the first time on this appeal", Such builds

on his false representation in his "Statement of the Case" (at pp. l2-I3) that
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"despite all the motions plaintiffs made before Judge Loehr, none
raised the jurisdictional issue about the appropriateness of the
appointment of Judge Loehr (after a number of Westchester Supreme
Court judges had recused themselves from the matter). That is the
argument plaintiffs for the first time make now in Point I of their brief
to this court. (Plaintiffs-Appellants' Brief at 40)."

This is a fraud. Appellants' brief highlighted (at pp. 26,30) that their

August 21, 2006 motion sought Judge Loehr's disqualification and, if denied,

disclosure with respect to Administrative Judge Nicolai's May 8,2006 assignment

notice, as well as referral of the notice back to Administrative Judge Nicolai so

that he might consider whether to vacate it, inter alia, because the first Supreme

Court justice, randomly-assigned, had not disqualified herself. Such motion

expressly stated [R-8 I 5] :

"the infirmities of Administrative Judge Nicolai's May 8, 2006
assignment affect [Judge Loehr's] jurisdiction to have rendered the
July 5, 2006 decision and order in the first instance"

and further pointed out [R-815] that the May 8, 2006 notice had not cited 'oany

specific legal authority" for the assignment.

Tellingly, Mr. Freeman's Point II does not repeat the claim from his

o'Statement of the Case" that appellants had not previously o'raised the

jurisdictional issue about the appropriateness of the appointment of Judge Loehr".

Instead, his Point II asserts that "for the first time on this appeal, appellants urge

that Judge Loehr's assignment to the case violates section l2l of the Rules of the
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Chief Administrator and that he was therefore without jurisdiction to dismiss the

action" (at p. 29); and 'onowhere in any of appellants' filings with the lower court

did [they] mention Section 121 of the Rules of the Chief Administrator" (at p. 31).

None of Mr. Freeman's three cited decisions (at p. 31) stand for the

proposition that appellants would have had to explicitly mention $121 or that their

August 2I, 2006 motion with its disclosure/referral requests addressed to Judge

Loehr's assignment to the case and Administrative Judge Nicolai's May 8, 2006

notice were insufficient to fully raise every aspect of the assignment issue and

Judge Loehr's jurisdiction with respect thereto. Indeed, inasmuch as a judge is

obliged to make relevant disclosure a fact identified to Judge Loehr by

appellants' August 1,2006 motion [A-812] and repeated by their brief (at pp. 49-

50) - it would reward Judge Loehr's wilful non-disclosure and demonstrated

deceit for this Court to deem the issue not encompassed by that motion's request

for disclosure pertaining to his assignment to this case as an "Acting Supreme

Court Justice".

It must be noted that Mr. Freeman's two cited appellate division decisions,

Kolmer-Marcus v. Winer,32 A.D.zd 763, 764 Q* Dept. 1969), and Lium v. Ploski,

87 A.D.zd 860, 861 (2"d Dept. lg82), each identiff that the newly-raised appellate

issues in those cases "in any event, clearly lack merit" and "lacks merit in any
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event". Such inclusions reflect that whether an issue was previously raised is not

the exclusive consideration - a fact even more apparerrt from Telaro v. Telaro,25

N.Y.zd 433,439 (1969), wherein the Court of Appeals said:

"the general rule concerning questions raised neither at the trial nor at
previous stages of appeal is far less restrictive than some case
language would indicate. Thus, it has been said: 'if a conclusive
question is presented on appeal, it does not matter that the question is
a new one not previously suggested. No parry should prevail on
appeal, given an impeachable showing that he had no case in the trial
court.' (Cohen & Karger, lPowers of the New York Court of
Appealsl , pp. 627-628)..."

At bar, the constitutional, statutory, and rule violations presented by appellants'

Point I are "conclusive" of their threshold first question. Indeed, the imperative of

a court addressing jurisdictional issues arising from judicial assignment violations

&rn
- even when raised for the first time on appeal - may be seen United States v.

Marachowsb, 213 F.2d 235, 243 (7fr Cir. 1954). In that case, the Seventh Circuit

appellate panel had already decided two separate appeals when, upon rehearing of

the second

"the petition for the first time presented a further argument, not
previously urged at any time, namely, that the original trial had been
conducted by a judge having no sufficient assignment or designation.
Inasmuch as this contention had not been asserted at any prior stage
of the proceedings and raised a question as to the jurisdiction of the
trial court at the time of trial and sentence we ordered oral argument
upon the same."
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Standing to Challenge:

Finally, Mr. Freeman supports his argument (at pp. 29,32) that "the law is

cIear" that appellants cannot attack any o'impropriety" or "irregularity" in Judge

Loehr's assignment by quoting from two New York Court of Appeals cases, Sylvia

Lake Co. v. Northern Ore Co.,242N.Y. 144, 147 (1926), and Curtin v. Barton,

139 N.Y. 505,511 (1893). Presumably it is because these cases are, respectively,

81 and 114 years old, that I\zIr. Freeman then cites (at p. 33) Morgenthau v. Cooke,

56 N.Y.2d 24, 37, prefaced by a "see also". According to The Blue Book: A

Uniform System of Citation (Harvard Law Review Association, 18th edition,2005,

p. 46), "see" before a legal citation means that there is "an inferential step between

the authority cited and the proposition it supports". In other words, ,,the

proposition is not directly stated by the cited authority". Indeed, the repugnant

propositions of those cases which Mr. Freeman quotes (at pp. 32-33) that a litigant

cannot challenge the lawfulness of a judge's assumption of office7 and that "the

official acts of a de facto judge are just as valid as those of a de jure judge" are not

repeated in Morgenthauv. Cooke.

' ln Matter of Cullum v. O'Mara, 43 A.D.zd 140, 144 (2od Dept. lgl3),this Court discussed both
Sylvia Lake and Curtin and recognized,that a litigant has standing to raise such challenge in an Article 78
proceeding, as the judge is a parly. Judge Loehr was effectively a party to appellants' August 21,2006
motion for his disqualification and disclosure and their supporting m"-orandum of law reflected such
fact [R-813].
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Rather, in Morgenthau v. Cooke, a case which otherwise confronts

o'the radical change in administration of the unified State court system
accomplished by the constitutional amendments approved at the
general election in November,1977" (at32)

and acknowledges "the liberalized attitude toward recognition of standing to

litigate announced in Boryszewski v. Bridges (37 NY2d 361) Il975l" (at 30), the

Court of Appeals rested on the bald assertion "The judges of the Civil and

Criminal Courts of the City of New York who have been acting under temporary

assignments made pursuant to the plan have been serving as de facto Supreme

Court Justices" (at 37), citing, inter alia, Sylvia Lake and Curtin. It left for

inference what that meant.

What happened next is recited by a report and recommendation of a federal

magistrate in Hamilton v. Hood, 806 F. Supp. 429, 435 (1992):

o'In the wake of Morgenthau v. Cooke, numerous petitioners for writs
of habeas corpus and civil rights litigants brought cases arguing that
their convictions by improperly appointed judges violated their
constitutional rights. In Barry v. Cooke,No. 82 Civ. 5146 (TPG), slip
op. (S.D.N.Y June 29, 1983), ffid in 26 opinions over the next two
weeks, Judge Griesa of this court rejected such arguments, making
clear that neither the federal Constitution nor New York state law was
violated by a trial before such a de fapto judge 'whose assignment in a
particular court may have some procedural defect"'.

The magistrate then explicated U.S. District Judge Griesaos rejection by

quoting @t a3Q from his opinion in Barry v. Cooke, 1983 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
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158738, which had explained:

..."'The New York Court of Appeals, in its decision invalidating the
first temporary assignment plan, anticipated the question of the
authority of judges acting under that plan. The Court specifically
declared that these judges had been 'serving as de facto Supreme
Court justices.' 451 N.Y.S.2d at 33. Clearly there was no violation of
the Federal Constitution in having criminal proceedings held before
these judges. They were not interlopers...The problems later found
with regard to the particular selection process were not of such a
nature as to indicate any problems about the competence of the
individuals or their ability to function in a judicial capacity in the
criminal cases assigned to them. It has been held in several factual
contexts that a duly commissioned judge, whose assignment in a
particular court may have some procedural defect, may be considered
a de facto judge capable of conducting valid proceedings as such,
McDowell v. United States, 159 U.S. 596, 602[J(1895), Leary v.
(lnited States, 268 F.2d 623 (g'' Cir. 1959); United States v.
Marachowsky, 213 F.2d 235 Oth Cir. 1954).'-e

The magistrate embraced this reasoning by her finding in Hamilton v. Hood (at

436):

"Petitioner has given us no reason to question the qualifications,
rulings or temperament of the judge who presided at his trial or to
doubt that he in fact received a fair trial."

8 Notwithstanding its importance, Barry v. Cooke is, apparently, unpublished. Likewise,
the referred-to 26 other opinions of Judge Griesa appear to be unpublished, although the
following three, resting on Barry v. Cooke, were electronically located: Cramer v. Bantum,1983
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15525, James v. Cooke,l983 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15526, Rivera v. Cooke,1983
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 15528.

n The magistrate's quotation from Barry v. Cooke omits the sentence after "They were not
interlopers" which reads "They were judges of the Civil and Criminal Courts of New York City, who had
been assigned to the Supreme Court pursuant to a plan promulgated by the Chief Judge of the New York
Court of Appeals."



Such was accepted by U.S. District Judge Spnzzo, who adopted the magistrate's

report "in its entirety".

Thus, as recently as 25 years ago, the federal district court for the Southern

District of New York did not view the concept of de factojudges, standing on its

own, as sufficient to withstand constitutional challenge by affected litigants.

Indeed, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decision in Leary v. United States,

supra, which Judge Griesa cited in Barry v. Cooke, and which the magistrate then

cited in Hamilton v. Hood, supra, itself quotes (at 628) the Second Circuit Court

of Appeals in Johnson v. Manhattan Ry. Co., 6l F .2d934,938 (1932):

"ft is not wholly clear how far the conditions upon a judge's
qualifications may be absent and his acts still be immune from
collateral attack. We do not have that question before us."

That question is now before this Court by appellants' first question and their

coresponding Point I.

As hereinabove shown, this case is not about'osome procedural defect" in

Judge Loehr's appointment. It is about multiple violations of the constitutionally-

designated judicial appointment process including a waiver of judiciat

qualifications requirements, the lawfulness and constitutionality of which are

herein challenged - as well as Judge Loehr's assignment to a case in which the

randomly-assigned, computer-generated Supreme Court justices were not, in fact,
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disqualified, culminating in his utilizing his "de facto" office to jettison all

cognizable legal and adjudicative standards to render two fraudulent judicial

decisions - the subject of these consolidated appeals.

In the circumstances herein, any bar to appellants' challenge to Judge

Loehr's assignment, or to the aforesaid court rules, as written and as applied to the

facts herein, would violate their due process and equal protection rights under the

New York and United States Constitutions.

CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, appellants are entitled to the full relief which the

Conclusion of their brief identified as "compelled, as matters of law", along with

the "other and further relief indicated therein.

By reason of the fraud that defendants-respondents sought to perpetrate on

this Court by their opposing brief, appellants are also entitled to - and request -

an award of costs and maximum sanctions pursuant to 22 NYCCR $130.l-I et seq.

against Mr. Freeman, The New York Times Company Legal Department, and the

defendants-respondents they represent, as well as further referral of them to

disciplinary and criminal authorities pursuant to this Court's mandatory

"Disciplinary Responsibilities" under $100.3D(2) of the Chief Administrator's

Rules Governing Judicial Conduct.
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